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Knife News
Acme United Continues Expansion of Camillus,
TigerSharp, Western, and Related Lines
Since 1876, Camillus Cutlery has been supplying the world with reliable, innovative
and quality-made knives that have survived the true test of time.
The owner of Camillus and related brands since 2008, Acme United continues to expand
their cutlery line with a combination of old favorites and brand new designs. The Camillus
product assortment includes Fixed Blade, Folding and TigerSharp® replaceable blade system knives.
With the exception of TigerSharp, all Camillus knives are made of Carbonitride
Titanium™ cutlery-grade steel (AUS-8 or VG-10 Japanese stainless steel) and include the
Camillus Lifetime Warranty. Carbonitride Titanium is one of the hardest surface treatments – up to 10x harder than untreated steel – and the company’s proprietary process
(patent pending) creates a permanent molecular bond with the blade surface.
Handle materials vary and include eco-friendly Bamboo, Micarta, G10, Maple,
Aluminum, Glass-filled Nylon and Carbon Fiber.
Products already brought back from the old Camillus line include the popular Cuda®
one-hand opening knives, and the company says that Camillus Yello-Jaket® and Lev-RLok® knives are planned for the near future. Among the brand new Camillus designs are
several sleek one hand opening knives, including an interesting rigging knife with marlinspike.
The Western® line of traditional Granpa® pocketknives includes some with jigged bone
handles, and two Western fixed blade hunters have non-slip rubber handles. All current
Western knives feature 440 stainless steel blades.
A limited edition OVB® hunting knife with curly maple handle has also been brought
back into the lineup.
For more information contact Acme United Corporation, 60 Round Hill Road, Fairfield,
CT 06824, phone 800-835-2263 or visit them online at www.camillusknives.com.
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CAS Hanwei Expands Rock Creek Line
Sale Creek, Tennessee’s CAS Hanwei has expanded its line of “Rock Creek” fixed-blade
hunting knives to include seven new sambar stag models with full tapered tangs, as well
as two new through-tang bowies.
The top-quality full-tang hunters feature forged blades in Hanwei’s proprietary HWS1K steel, with full tapered tangs. Edge hardness is 58-60HRc. The handle scales are genuine sambar stag and the stainless steel guards feature electroformed scroll engraving.
Sheath construction is bark-tanned leather with stainless steel reinforcing at the wear
points. The model pictured is the Comanche, with a 6-1/4” semi-drop point blade MSRP is
$208.
The Rock Creek Apache (7-7/8” spear point) and Arapaho (8-1/8” clip point) Bowies feature forged blades of HWS-1K steel and genuine sambar stag handles with stainless steel
guards and butt plates, the latter individually sculpted to match the stag texture. The
through-tangs are very substantial, terminating in a short thread at the butt. Sheaths are
crafted in bark-tanned leather with steel reinforcing and mil-spec snap fasteners. MSRP
is $169.00 apiece.
For more information on these and other CAS Hanwei products, contact the company
at 800-635-9366 or visit their website at cashanwei.com.
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